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Reconciling Sets of Resources that Appear in Different Forms 
ABSTRACT 
There are many situations that require the reconciliation of two sets of data. Differences 
between the sets may be real or insubstantial, and it is the substantial differences that are better 
surfaced to a user. This disclosure describes techniques to automatically reconcile two sets of 
data. The techniques are particularly useful when the overlap between the two data sets is 
unknown or when the elements within the sets appear in different forms. Mismatches between 
the sets are captured using abstract costs, which enables partial matching between the two sets 
unconstrained to be one-to-one, and which can happen at multiple levels of granularity or 
abstraction. The techniques enable a user to customize the tradeoff between false positive and 
false negative matches based on evolving business objectives. 
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BACKGROUND 
Organizations have a pipeline of forecasts for materials from their supply chains. 
Organizations also maintain a pipeline of orders in their supply chains, some partially realized 
and some not. A supply chain manager is interested in knowing the orders that have and that 
have not been realized, and whether there are orders excluded from the forecast (or vice-versa). 
Here, there are two sets of data - a forecasting pipeline and an ordering pipeline - that often 
disagree, sometimes by a lot. 
The differences between the two sets can be real or only apparent. For example, the 
differences can be traced to different computer systems being used by the forecasting pipeline 
and the ordering pipeline, differences in units, a change in time-base (e.g., forecast for the third 
quarter but ordered in the fourth), insubstantial differences in model numbers of parts being 
ordered, etc. Thus, there can be inconsistencies between the two sets, which are optimally 
reconciled prior to presentation to a supply chain manager or other data consumer.  
In current practice, sets of data are reconciled using elementary techniques, e.g.,  
● matching by unique identifier; 
● matching by hierarchy or abstraction; 
● flagging edge cases for human intervention; etc. 
Alternatively, machine learning can be applied to reconcile sets of data. However, there is 
no current framework for handling cases automatically when elementary rules fail to completely 
reconcile the sets of resources, or when there is insufficient similar historical data (or statistical 
relationships between set elements) to apply machine learning or statistical techniques. Also, the 
business cost/utility of the (mis-)match is not currently accounted for. Besides, matches, when 
made, rely on atomic units with no extension to flexible one-to-many matching. 
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DESCRIPTION 
This disclosure describes techniques to automatically reconcile two sets of data. In a 
supply chain scenario, the techniques can produce a good estimate of the real differences 
between a forecasting pipeline and an ordering pipeline. The techniques are particularly useful 
when the overlap between the two data sets is unknown, e.g., when the overlap varies from one 
set containing the other to the two sets being completely distinct. The matching between the two 
sets can be partial, is unconstrained to be one-to-one, and can happen at different levels of 
granularity or abstraction. The techniques enable a user to choose the tradeoff between false 
positive and false negative matches based on specific business objectives. 
Procedure to reconcile two data sets 
Fig. 1: Reconciling sets of resources that appear in different forms
As illustrated in Fig. 1, given two data sets X and Y, an estimate of their overlap (e.g., the 
parts of X that match the parts of Y) can be calculated as follows: 
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Eliminate trivial matches (102) 
The search space is reduced by preprocessing X and Y to set aside matches that are certain 
and trivial, leaving only the uncertain data for further processing.  
Prepare for variable partitions (104) 
A pool of objects that can be matched is created from each of X and Y. A partition of X(Y) 
is a set of counts on this pool such that it can be reconstituted back into X(Y). 
(a) For objects with subcomponents where each subcomponent may match individually, 
simply add the subcomponents into the pool. For example, if x consists of x1, x2, x3, each 
of which can be matched with something in Y, the pool should have x, x1, x2, x3. 
(b) For objects that are abstract quantities that can match with a variable number of 
objects, do nothing, as they will be considered via global constraints below. 
Assign mismatch costs and unmatched costs (106) 
An optimal match between X and Y is found using a solver, e.g., an optimization 
technique, that minimizes a stipulated cost. Each potential match between an entry in X and an 
entry in Y, denoted (x, m(x)), is assigned a cost, representing approximately the probability of the 
match being a mistake multiplied by the business cost of the mistake. Unmatched entries are also 
associated with a cost, which, for example, can be the cost of purchasing extra parts in X that are 
not already in Y.  
The scale of unmatched costs over the scale of mismatched costs reflects the importance 
of false negatives over false positives in the matching procedure. These costs can be estimated 
heuristically, as explained below, since the result of reconciliation only depends on the relative 
ranking among different types of costs and not on their exact values.
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● Mismatching costs based on local independent characteristics: Matching entries can 
be expected to share some characteristics while having some differences due to the way 
datasets X and Y are generated. For example, a true match may agree on the label string 
and location of an ordered part but disagree in timestamps because X and Y have different 
techniques of synchronizing timestamps. Denoting characteristics such as label, location, 
or time by Ci  the probability of the mismatch for a pair (x, m(x)) is approximated by a 
sum of terms, costi, each of which depends on Ci (x) and Ci(m(x)). A costi is picked such 
that it scales with P(Ci(m(x)) ≄ Ci(mtrue(x)), where mtrue denotes the true mapping of x. In 
other words, costi reflects how likely it is that the true mapping shares the characteristics i
of m(x). Heuristically, the more different x and m(x) in terms of Ci are, the higher costi
should be. Further details of estimating and calibrating costi are provided below.  
● Mismatching costs based on global characteristics: Apart from costs that depend on 
individual matches, costs can also be assigned to how all the matches taken together 
behave. This can be used to match abstract resources partially. For example, X contains 
an entry that contains disk space of 100 terabytes and Y contains files of known sizes, and 
it is of interest to know how many bytes in X should be considered matched with which 
files in Y. In this case, a domain expert may stipulate that the result of reconciliation — 
the union of X and Y assuming some overlap — should have close to 100 terabytes, else 
there might be a business risk. In this case, to move the solution towards the domain 
expert’s opinion, a shortage cost can be assigned that scales with the difference between 
100 terabytes and the number of bytes in the union of the X and Y (which depends on all 
the matches taken together). 
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● Unmatched costs: The unmatched costs are non-zero to motivate matching, and because 
many possible partitions of X and Y are being evaluated, the same set of unmatched 
entries should have the same costs regardless of how they are partitioned. For example, if 
x is equivalent to {x1, x2, x3}, the unmatched cost of x should be equal to the sum of the 
unmatched costs of x1, x2, and x3. If the entries X and Y correspond to goods that are 
purchasable, the costs of the goods fulfill this requirement. 
Trim matches and set up constraints or objectives (108) 
A linear solver is set up with the matches as variables. To reduce search space, matches 
with mismatch costs that are too large are trimmed. The linear program is defined as follows. 
Objective: Minimize total costs, defined as 
Mismatch costs based on local independent characteristics + 
Mismatch costs based on global characteristics + 
Unmatched costs. 
Constraints: All matched and unmatched entries are to add up to the original count of 
entries in X and Y. This ensures that valid partitions are being matched and that the 
partitions picked are the ones with the lowest costs of matching. 
Run solver (110) 
Because the costs described above scale linearly with matches, any linear programming 
library can be used. Parts of X and Y that don't interact can be run in parallel on different threads 
or machines. 
Troubleshoot matches and calibrate costs (112) 
The quality of the solver output can be evaluated in the following ways. 
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● For matches, the costs associated with selected matches and the next lowest cost matches 
can be shown to domain experts. 
● For entries in X and Y that are not matched, if the overlap between X and Y is smaller than 
expected, potential matches that are not selected can be shown to domain experts along 
with the cost of each match. 
When the costs are specified with a few broad parameters, the feedback by domain experts 
enables the calibration of the free parameters. Details of the estimation and calibration are 
described below.  
Estimation of mismatch costs 
The costs associated with local characteristics, costi, can be estimated as follows. 
● Domain experts can classify characteristics into strong and weak ones, corresponding to a 
large cost and a small cost. For example, if it is believed that it is uncommon for the same 
entry in X to have a different name in Y, while it is somewhat common for the entry in X to 
have a different timestamp in Y, then costs can be set as: 
cost_name (x and y have different names) ~ large constant × unmatched_cost(x, y), and 
cost_time (x and y have different timestamps) ~ small constant × unmatched_cost(x, y). 
Here, there are only two parameters to calibrate, and this can be generalized to having a small 
number of parameters. A term can be added that scales with the difference in characteristics, 
e.g., 
cost_time (X, Y) ~ small constant × (time difference between X and Y) × 
unmatched_cost(x, y). 
Naturally chosen scaling terms enable costs to be parametrized by a small number of 
parameters that are meaningful to domain experts. Inclusion of unmatched_cost enables 
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scaling of all constants together to control how aggressive matching should be in general 
relative to not matching at all. 
● Alternatively, costi can be partially estimated from data, as follows. From a small sample of 
true matches, the costs of x and y having different names are obtained by counting the 
number of times true matches have different names in X and Y. In that case,  
 cost_name (x and y have different names) ~  
(number of true matches with different names) ÷ 
(number of true matches) × unmatched_cost(x, y). 
Calibration of costs 
A mixture of the two techniques described above can set up the initial costs, and domain 
experts help calibrate further by pointing to matches that are incorrect. Incorrect matches are due 
either to parameters that are not properly set, or characteristics that are not accounted for. If the 
techniques initially pick a mapping mA over mB and a domain experts flags it as incorrect, this 
means that initially, 
mismatch_costs_A + unmatched_costs_A < mismatch_costs_B + unmatched_costs_B,  
and costs are to be modified such that 
mismatch_costs_A + unmatched_costs_A > mismatch_costs_B + unmatched_costs_B. 
When a single match only depends on a small number of cost terms, each term can be 
inspected for calibration. The term mismatch_costs_A can be inspected for missing 
characteristics that can contribute further to the cost. The costs all the left (right) hand side can 
be inspected for increase (decrease) starting from the rarest characteristics. If the user's 
preference is logically consistent, each calibration should lead to better results regardless of the 
number of matches processed. 
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In this manner, the described techniques enable the (approximate) reconciliation of two 
large sets of resources that appear in different forms. The techniques use abstract costs to capture 
mismatches in a flexible combination with data statistics, which enables domain expertise to be 
expressed quantitatively. Further, users can update or refine their matching preferences based on 
domain expertise. The techniques enable partial match of entries during reconciliation and use a 
relatively low-complexity linear solver, e.g., the techniques can be run in polynomial time and 
can leverage existing, well-optimized libraries. 
CONCLUSION 
 This disclosure describes techniques to automatically reconcile two sets of data. The 
techniques are particularly useful when the overlap between the two data sets is unknown or 
when the elements within the sets appear in different forms. Mismatches between the sets are 
captured using abstract costs, which enables partial matching between the two sets unconstrained 
to be one-to-one, and which can happen at multiple levels of granularity or abstraction. The 
techniques enable a user to customize the tradeoff between false positive and false negative 
matches based on evolving business objectives. 
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